
Organization: American Dream Initiative (ADI) 

Year founded: 2013 

State of formation: Virginia 

Fiscal year: January 1 to December 31. 

Summary of CREW complaint: In May 2014, ADI spent more than half a million dollars on a 

television advertisement attacking a candidate to be the Republican nominee for Texas attorney 

general that ran just before a runoff election in the race.  That spending accounted for more than 

83% of ADI’s total spending in 2014, apparently making politics the group’s primary activity.  

ADI told the IRS, however, that it did not participate in any political activity in 2014.  As a 

result, it further appears ADI and its executive director Dan Backer made false representations to 

the IRS. 

Elections involved: 2014 Texas Attorney General, Republican runoff. ADI’s ads criticized 

candidate Ken Paxton, then a Texas senator and now the Attorney General of Texas. 

Players:  

 Dan Backer is the executive director of ADI. Well-known as the campaign finance 

lawyer who brought McCutcheon v. FEC, he is currently the treasurer of numerous 

campaign committees, PACs, and super PACs, including the Great America PAC, the 

Conservative Action Fund, and the Stop Hillary PAC. 

Known donors: ADI does not reveal its donors, but tax returns for other non-profit 

organizations show that the Judicial Crisis Network contributed $250,000 to ADI between July 

1, 2013 and June 30, 2014, and the Wellspring Committee contributed $350,000 in 2014.  

Additional information of interest: Although section 501(c)(4) tax-exempt organizations are 

required to disclose their large donors to the IRS (which is barred from disclosing them to the 

public), ADI and Mr. Backer refused to provide this information to the IRS, claiming on ADI’s 

tax return that “due to a pattern of harassment of and discrimination against donors to similar 

groups, and consistent with the holding of NAACP v. Alabama, the organization is exercising its 

right to not disclose its donors.” 


